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DEDICATION 
The first condition is absolute 
love and harmony among the members of 
the assembly. They must be wholly free 
from estrangement and must manifest in 
themselves the Unity of God, for they 
are the waves of one sea, the drops of 
one river, the stars of one heaven, the 
rays of one sun, the trees of one 
orchard, the flowers of one garden. 
('Abdu'l-Baha, 1978, p. 87) 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
One goal of decision-oriented groups is to arrive at a final 
outcome that both completes their collective task and gains the 
approval of at least a majority of the group members. Most people 
can vividly recall unproductive meetings where the objectives remained 
unclear, the group task was not accomplished, and the members left 
frustrated and confused. Over the past thirty years, researchers 
have conducted an exhaustive search for the causes underlying this 
futile type of group experience. The enhancement of group effective-
ness continues to be a major area of inquiry. 
Determining the conditions necessary to improving group 
effectiveness is no simple quest. Each group is composed of unique 
individuals, tasks vary from one situation to the next, and the 
behavioral nonns operating in one group may be nonexistent in 
another. Researchers must wrestle to control these complex variables 
in their treatment of small group study as a behavioral science. 
Although progress has been slow, the body of research produced now 
suggests a growing set of conditions that will enhance group 
effectiveness. 
Background and Related Research 
In a review of small group studies, Hill (1982) compared the 
performance of groups, coacting individuals, and the most competent 
member. Six categories emerged when the studies were classified by 
the type of task assigned. Group performance generally exceeded 
individual performance, yet was found superior to the best possible 
member in only two of the six categories: concept attainment tasks 
and complex problem solving. Although this review of small group 
research upholds the theory that groups perform better than most 
individuals, tasks such as creative assignments were performed more 
effectively by a .highly competent member. Hill suggests further 
study of the group process and productivity as they relate to the 
group's potential performance. Encouraging groups to examine the 
problem more thoroughly before attempting a solution is one method 
proposed to help groups achieve their potential. 
For groups to become more "problem-minded" as Hill recommends, 
the orientation of group members themselves should be considered. 
Burgoon, Heston, and Mccrosky (1974) observed that a member's 
orientation toward the process of consultation and toward his fellow 
participants determines the level of participation and degree of 
satisfaction achieved within the group. This orientation behavior 
is defined by Knutson and Holdridge (1975) as the examination group 
members make of themselves and the procedures they employ while 
interacting in a discussion. 
2 
3 
A profile of eight behavioral characteristics reflected by the 
effective group participant is drawn by Burgoon et al. in their text 
on small group corrmunication (1974). These characteristics are: 
responsibility, corrnnitment to the group, open-mindedness, flexibility, 
objectivity, cooperation, acceptance, and equality. Burgoon's 
explanation of responsibility develops an important point. "Essen-
tially, this orientation means that each· member take on leadership 
responsibilities even though he is not a leader ••• In an effective 
group there are no absolute followers, only different levels of 
leadership" (p. 159) •. 
In relating the concept of shared leadership to recent research, 
support is found for the orientations of cooperation, equality, and 
open-mindedness as member qualities that enhance group effectiveness. 
Studies focusing on leadership as well as other areas of small group 
inquiry combine to verify these orientations as effectiveness 
enhancing tools. 
Tjosvold (1982) compared the productivity of groups whose 
leaders provided a cooperative structure to the productivity of 
groups structured around competition. A cooperative group structure 
resulted in a significantly higher level of productivity. 
Equality within the group cannot exist if one or more group 
members assume power over the other participants. Fodor (1982) 
constructed groups whose leaders had either a high or low need for 
power. Significantly more facts were identified. by groups in the 
low-power need condition. Another study by Falk (1982) folIDd that 
4 
the free expression of ideas was inhibited by the most dominant member 
in unequal power groups. 'Ihese findings on the importance of equality 
were echoed in a recent article published in Baha'i News (November, 
1984): " ••• one important Key to [the group process] is to achieve 
a balance of harmony in which there are no dominant ••• members and 
none who are withdrawn" (p. 9). 
Open-mindedness was substantiated as a positive orientation by 
Hill (1976). In this study, group leaders were trained to show 
either high, moderate, or low levels of opinionated discussion. 
Results showed groups having a low or moderate level of opinionatedness 
in their leaders came significantly closer to achieving consensus. 
Another study related to open-mindedness was conducted by Schultz 
(1982). Argumentative confederates were assigned as group leaders. 
Although members did not move to replace these leaders, they did 
report dissatisfaction over the leader's degree of influence on the 
group decision. 
Gouran (1969) rated interactions in decision-making groups that 
either succeeded or failed to attain consensus. Statements were 
rated for clarity, interest, amount of information, provocativeness, 
length, opinionatedness, objectivity, and orientation. Significance 
between the consensus and nonconsensus groups was obtained on only two 
measures: objectivity and orientation. Gouran's meaning for 
orientation here is corrmitment to achieving the group's goal. 
Orientation behavior was defined in the same way be Hemphill 
(1973) and was manipulated by placing a confederate in each group. 
Statements by the confederates created groups of either high, low, or 
neutral orientation. While no significant results were obtained for 
the group decision, the Product Rating Instrument revealed a sig-
nificantly higher quality of product in the high-orientation groupsr 
5 
'Ihe research cited pffers support for four of Burgoon's positive 
orientations for group participants: cooperation, equality, open-
mindedness, and objectivity. In addition to participants reflecting 
these qualities, both Knutson and Burgoon have emphasized the impor-
tance of a member's corrnnitment to the group process. 'Ihis corrnnitment. 
is enhanced by giving members an understanding of the stages occurring 
in group consultation. 
Several models of the group process have been developed. Hoffman 
(1979) identifies five stages necessary to arrive at the optimum 
solution to a group task: defining, specifying, generating, evaluat-
ing, and implementing. In numerous studies, Hoffman showed that the 
solution adopted by a group is the one gaining the most positive 
valence as it evolves through these five stages. 
A similar model of the group process has been developed by 
Lacoursiere (1980). In Figure 1 his written explanation is adapted 
into graphic form. 'Ihe major distinction between this model and that 
of Hoffman is the dissatisfaction stage. 'Ihe rivalry, frustration and 
anger characterizing this stage should be eliminated if participants 
have the positive orientations outlined by Burgoon. 
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Figure 2 sumnarizes a third model proposed by Applbaum (1974). 
Here the second stage is divided into two parts: functional and 
dysfuntional conflict. Other researchers have also made this critical 
distinction in their study of the group process. Fisher (1974) uses 
the terms "substantive" and "affective" conflict while Falk (1982) 
simply employs the labels of "task" and "social" conflict. 
The message is consistent: task conflict is a positive element 
in group discussion because it leads directly into the emergence of 
proposed solutions, while social conflict requires the resolution 
of problems outside the group task and forces consultation back into 
the first stage of orientation. Groups that are aware of this crit-
ical point in the process, and that manifest such qualities as 
cooperation and objectivity, will be well equipped for consultation. 
'Ihey learn to avoid the negative effects of social conflict and to 
utilize positive attitudes as tools for achieving consensus. 
One of the most complete prescriptions for the avoidance of 
social conflict, where personalities take precedence over ideas, has 
been written as a guide to the Baha'i world community. Group con-
sultation is the bedrock of the Baha'i administrative order, with 
assemblies of nine ·elected individuals meeting on the local, national, 
and international levels. 'Abdu'l-Baha (1978) states that group 
members must: 
••• proceed with the utmost devotion, courtesy, dignity, care 
and moderation to express their views. 'Ihey must in every 
matter search out the truth and not insist upon their own 
opinions, for stubbornness and persistence in one's views 
will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling and the truth 
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9 
will remain hidden. The honored members must with with all 
freedom express their own thoughts, and it is no wise permissible 
for one to belittle the thought of another, nay, he must with 
moderation set forth the truth. (p. 88). 
In their meetings Baha'is attempt to reflect these qualities of 
devotion, courtesy, moderation, objectivity, and acceptance. These 
qualities are also paralleled in the positive orientations offered by 
Burgoon. 
The National Teaching Corrmittee of the Baha'is of the Virgin 
Islands outlined a seven-step process for group consultation in 
.November of 1978: 
1. Gathering the facts. 
2. Defining the problem· 
3. Determining the principles involved. 
4. Exploring a wide range of solutions. 
5. Deciding on a solution that best meets all the needs 
presented in the problem. 
6. Implementing the decision. 
7. Evaluating. (p. 6) 
The negative stages of dissatisfaction and dysfunctional conflict are 
conspicuously mi~sing in this model of the group process. Unique to 
the Baha'i approach is the third step, where the underlying principles 
inherent in the task solution are discussed. By agreeing on the 
principles involved, the group develops a useful foundation for 
evaluating their final decision. 
The model presented in Figure 3 illustrates these seven stages 
and describes the specific functions performed during each step in the 
process. The stages have been further classified as working within 
a given type of framework: conditional, consensual, contextual, 
constructive, or coordinative. Unlike the previous models, Figure 3 
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11 
shows consensus occurring at three separate stages. Agreement on the 
task, on the decision chosen, and on the evaluation of performance all 
take place within the framework of consensus. 
Spillman, Bezdek, and Spillman (1979) have defined consensus as 
unanimous agreement. Unless the group unanimously agrees upon the 
task it must accomplish and the criteria to be used for evaluating 
alternatives, consensus on the final decision will be difficult to 
attain. 
In their review of small group research, Cragan and Wright (1980) 
identified orientation and consensus attainment as the "most coherent 
relationship" ~nvestigated during the 1970's. Guzzo and Waters (1982) 
considered the effect of early emotional expression on the group 
process. They found that an emotionally based orientation both 
reduced the group's energy and limited the range of ideas considered. 
Each model in Figures 1-3 begins with orientation as the first 
stage of the group process. Although the names for the second stage 
vary, each model shows the impact ineffective orientation can have 
on the group's progress. The feedback loops (see Figures 1-3) 
illustrate that in effective group process, the orientation stage 
must be reintegrated if it is not successfully completed in the 
beginning. 
Shure, Rogers, Larson, and Tassone (1962) discussed the tendency 
of newly formed groups to skip the orientation stage entirely, and 
to move directly into solving the task. Hill (1982) recognized 
this failure in examining the problem thoroughly as a barrier to 
achieving the group's potential. 
12 
Both the Applbaum and Lacoursiere models (see Figures 1 and 2) 
show the possibility of dysfunctional or social conflict during the 
second stage of the process. Pennitting conflict between group 
members is a serious obstacle to effective decision making. Gustafson 
and Cooper (1979) observed two encounter groups as they met during a 
weekend conference. The social conflict which predominated these 
meetings was found "destructive" by the authors. They recorrmend 
that ideas be expressed in a manner that does not attack the group 
participants and which conserves the group's resources. 
The findings of Poole (1981) on examining two decision develop-
ment models also support a more flexible view of group process. 1his 
study found that the widely accepted unitary sequence model of group 
phases did not accurately predict the decision develoµnent in 10 
groups observed. Instead, a multiple sequence model emerged, with 
groups developing along an unpredictable set of phases. 
The third model (see Figure 3) presents this multiple sequence 
clearly by recognizing the various points of consensus and the 
necessity of feedback loops when one of these three consensus phases 
has not been successfully completed. Clarifying the group's purpose, 
analyzing the task, recognizing the resources available, and setting 
an operational framework for the group consultation are key activities 
in the initial stages of develoµnent. 
13 
Putnam's study (1979) of group preference for procedural order 
confirms the importance of these activities. Groups were formed on 
the basis of subject response to the Group Procedural Order Question-
naire. Significantly more statements on agendas, deadlines, and 
alternatives viere made in groups having a high degree of preference 
of procedural order. More surrmary and goal directed statements were 
also made in this condition. Groups with a low level of preference 
for procedural order were characterized by significantly more 
interruptions and topic changes into social-emotional digressions from 
the task. 
Having established a set of orientation behaviors for group 
members and a descriptive model of the group process, the question of 
applying this information to enhance group effectiveness arises. 
Shaw (1981) calls upon researchers to concern the~selves with applica-
tions beyond the confines of the laboratory. Hackman and Morris 
(1978) echo this appeal for a practical approach, and challenge 
researchers to do more than gain insight into the group process. 
'Ihey argue that a more complete contribution to society would be the 
recorrrnendation of specific methods for maximizing group effectiveness. 
One positive step in this direction has been the examination of 
training as it affects group discussion and performance. Taylor, 
Buchanan, Pryor, and Strawn (1981) used group training in their study 
of jury deliberation. The results showed that mock juries receiving 
process instructions were discouraged from making "irrelevant and 
inappropriate statements that did not advance the group toward its 
goal." These juries were also able to make decisions in half the 
time required by those receiving no instruction. Ridgeway's review 
of group research (1978) confirms the importance of group-oriented 
contributions in a task performing situation. Research has shown 
14 
that a statement motivated by group interests is more acceptable 
than one motiJated by self interest. 
Training ~~n business organizations is another real-world 
application of small group research. Typically, quantifiable measures 
have been limited to subject questionnaires. However, these studies 
have fulfilled the appeal made by Shaw and Hackman for practical 
utilization of the principles discovered in the laboratory setting. 
Maguiles and Raia (1981) used a variety of family group training 
models in their approach to an organizational group problem, and were 
successful in alleviating co-worker difficulties. Examining the 
current move in organizations toward the develoµnent of "Z" companies, 
Anderson and Anderson (1982) speculate on specific requirements for 
training workers to perform optimally in this new context. The "Z" 
company movement incorporates many of the principles applied in 
Japanese organizations into the typical American organizational 
approach to management. Focusing on interpersonal skills, team-
building and making decisions at all levels of the organization will 
be necessary in preparing individuals to function within the group-
oriented "Z" company framework. 
15 
Review of Research Methods 
The small group phenomenon has been approached by a ntnnber of 
methodologies. One of the methods most frequently applied to 
decision-making groups is interaction analysis. Subject question-
naires and confederates have also been used to manipulate specific 
variables. Interaction analysis has been applied to both ad hoc 
groups in the laboratory and existing groups studied in the field. 
Specific manipulations are used mainly in laboratory situations, 
while group researchers in the field of ten rely solely on descriptive 
techniques. 
Poole, Donahue, and Hirokawa are three researchers active in 
the area of interaction analysis. Combining category systems first 
established by Bales and Fisher, Poole (1981) analyzed interactions 
by clusters reflecting stages in group develoµnent. His demonstration 
of the multiple sequence model has already been discussed. 
Donahue, Hawes, and Mabee (1981) classified interactions according 
to their structural function within the group discussion. They 
successfully predicted the type of interactions that occurred most 
frequently (giving direction, etc.). However, the functional 
structure provided by these interactions was predicted with only 
26% accuracy. Tiri.s study, then, substantiated Poole's research by 
confirming a multiple sequence in the group process. 
Taking interaction analysis into the realm of group effectiveness, 
Hirokawa (1982) made an appeal for another useful application of 
interaction analysis. The failure of research to discover meaningful 
relationships between group interaction and quality of perfonnance 
was examined in this report. Hirokawa proposed that future studies 
analyze interactions to determine the types of corrmunication that 
function to enhance group decision making. 
16 
In 1983, Hirokawa pursued this line of study but was unable to 
draw a direct relationship between interaction function and effective 
group performance. No distinction was found between the sequence of 
interaction followed in successful and unsuccessful groups. The 
author does speculate, however, that the effective groups may have 
gained a clearer understanding of the problem and in this way out-
performed the decisions made in the other groups. 
Group interaction has been pursued since the 1950's, yet the 
results have afforded little insight into the conditions that enhance 
group effectiveness. Even the current efforts to examine the 
structural-functional characteristics of group interaction and 
relate them to performance have yielded nonsignificant results. 
The manipulation of group structure has been more successful 
in achieving significant results for group effectiveness. Aamodt 
and Kimbrough (1982) compared groups having either trait hetero-
geneity or homogeneity by presenting them with two of Shaw's human 
relations tasks. Results showed that the heterogeneous groups 
produced significantly better task solutions. 
Corrmunication structure was manipulated in a study of staticized, 
nominal, and interacting groups by Burleson, Levine, and Samter (1984). 
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1he interaction condition was the only one allowing groups to 
cormnunicate freely with one another in a face-to-face context. These 
interacting groups performed significantly more effectively in solving 
the Moon Survival Problem. However, the superiority of an interacting 
group in solving a complex task, such as the Moon Survival Problem, 
has already been proven by extensive research (see p. 2). It is 
difficult to understand why these three authors even pursued this 
comparison of interacting and nominal groups in 1984. 
Hackman, Weiss, and Drousseau (1974) manipulated the variable of 
task intervention in groups receiving either equal or unequal inform-
ation. Groups having unequal information produced a significantly 
better product when given the instruction to first discuss goals. 
When group members were given equal information, they performed 
better without strategy instruction. 
In their review of group performance research, Hackman and 
Morris (1978) further explore the study of group process by focusing 
on three types of independent variables frequently manipulated by 
researchers: behavioral norms, task design, and group composition. 
'Ibey found that each of these manipulations has a more significant 
effect on one of three "sUTITiary" variables: 
strategies, effort, or knowledge and skill. 
task performance 
For example, they suggest 
that manipulating the input factor of task design will affect a more 
dramatic change in member effort than on the task strategy or 
knowledge and skill variables. 
Performance 
effectiveness 
potential 
Greater 
Task 
perf onnance 
strategies 
Less Effort 
Knowledge 
& Skill 
Behavioral 
norms 
Task 
design 
Group 
composition 
Independent variables 
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Figure 4. Effects of input variable manipulation on three dependent 
measures of effectiveness. 
Figure 4 illustrates the potential effect of input variable 
manipulations on three sunmary or dependent measures. The graph 
shows that manipulating behavioral norms· will affect task performance 
strategies more than member effort or knowledge and skill. 
Researchers who vary the behavioral norms operating within the groups 
they study should expect task strategy to rnanif est the most 
significant change in group perf onnance. To hypothesize a change 
in member effort would be asking for nonsignificant findings. 
In the Guzzo and Waters study of 1982, groups expressed emotions 
early in the process and were found to limit the range of ideas 
considered by the groups. '!his expression of emotions can be 
classified as the manipulation of behavioral nonns. As indicated in 
Figure 4, this manipulation should have more effect on task 
performance strategies than on the other measures of effectiveness. 
'Ihe reduction of ideas considered by these groups shows that task 
strategy was negatively affected by behavioral norms. 
Research methods in general can be classified as either 
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quantitative or qualitative in nature. 'Ihe majority of small group 
studies conducted by communication researchers take a strong quantita-
tive approach to methodology. With many of their studies conducted in 
the field, research psychologists are more likely to employ 
qualitative or descriptive methods. Yet in the behavioral sciences , 
there still exists an unwritten assumption that the only results 
worthy of note are those steeped in numbers and sul:xnitted as 
statistics. 
'Ihis assumption is being seriously questioned today. As outlined 
in the introduction, the inherent complexity of small group research 
makes this area of inquiry particularly difficult to investigate 
solely in terms of quantifiable data. Isolating variables in a s tudy 
of human behavior is no simple task, and working with interacting 
groups of individuals compounds the difficulty. Discovering the 
principles of effective group consultation may not be possi bl e unless 
qualitative data are also admitted as valid. 
Van Maanen (1979) points out that the use of either method does 
not exclude the use of the other. Descriptive accounts, especially 
in field research, are sometimes more appropriate than designs relying 
exclusively on quantifiable data. He writes: 
••• questions have been raised about the extent to which our 
methods are guiding our theory and concern has been expressed 
about the degree to which our procedures have become so 
ritualized that the necessary connection between measure 
and concept has vanished. (p. 521). 
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Small group researchers Shaw (1981) and Hackman and Morris (1978) 
share Van Maanen's concern that the studies of behavioral scientists 
become tools for practical applications in the real world. If the 
methodologies fail to define and expand research into a workable 
theory, then such research will not contribute meaningfully to man's 
understanding of human nature. 
Van Maanen asserts that qualitative and quantitative method-
ologies are not "mutually exclusive." Recently, Manz and Sims (1984) 
applied this principle by using both these methods in their organiza-
tional study of work team coordinators. Three discussion groups were 
formed: one of upper management personnel, another whose members were 
all group coordinators, and a third group of work team leaders. After 
consultation, members listed the behaviors they felt most desirable in 
a work team coordinator. Data from these responses were averaged 
within each group, yielding three different hierarchies of desired 
behaviors. Manz and Sims discuss these results in terms of emerging 
patterns, foregoing factor analysis for a more qualitative discussion. 
This successful combination of the two methodologies is an 
encouraging sign. Today, five years following Van Maanen's appeal, 
researchers and those who publish their manuscripts are recognizing 
that human behavior can be understood from more than one vantage 
point. Neither approach need by abandoned for the other, and the 
benefits of both can be gained. 
CHAPTER 2 
Purpose 
The present study was proposed to investigate the validity of 
training in orientation behavior and the group process as a 
significant means for improving group effectiveness and member 
participation. A pilot study conducted during the surrmer of 1984 
also considered member satisfaction as a dependent measure of 
training effects, but the results did not merit inclusion in the 
final proposal. Subject responses (N = 21) to the Perceived Consensus 
Test shown in Appendix A did not differ significantly between trained 
and untrained group members. 
Rationale 
Previous studies of group training as it affects group outcomes 
have usually administered specific instructions designed to heighten 
performance on a particular task. Taylor, Buchanan, Pryor, and 
Strawn (1981) used process instructions to create two conditions in 
their study of mock juries: trained and untrained. 'Ihese instruc-
tions were designed to guide jury members in the specific task of 
deliberation. 
A more general approach to training was taken by Hackman, Weiss, 
and Drousseau (1974) in their study of groups whose members received 
either equal or tmequal information for task solution. Half of the 
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groups were given instructions to consider group goals before 
consulting on the problem, while the remaining groups received no 
strategy instruction. Groups with unequal information perfonned 
better with the strategy intervention. 
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'Ihe training program used in this study was designed to simulate 
instruction that might be given to any decision-making group, 
regardless of the task to be addressed. 'Ihe positive member 
orientations of Burgoon and the model of group process shown in 
Figure 3 were combined into a brief, eight-minute slide and audio 
presentation ( see Appendix B for transcript). 
HyPotheses 
Three hypotheses were proposed on the basis of previous research 
and the results of the pilot study. 
H1 Groups trained in the group process and orientation behavior 
will solve a problem more effectively than groups receiving 
no training. 
A number of researchers have studied the effects of orientation 
behavior on group effectiveness. Tjosvold (1982) found that groups 
having a cooperative behavioral orientation were more productive 
than competitive groups. A low or moderate level of opinionated 
leadership in Hill's research (1976) brought groups closer to 
consensus, demonstrating the value of open-mindedness in group 
consultation. Corrmitment to the group goal was found by Hemphill 
(1973) to enhance the quality of product in high orientation groups . 
Training in one stage of the group process and its effect on 
groups having either equal or unequal infonnation was studied by 
Hackman, Weiss, and Drousseau (1974). They found that instruction 
emphasizing the importance of goal clarification enhanced the 
perfonnance of groups having unequal infonnation for task solution. 
1he task addressed by groups in the present study was also designed 
to give group members accurate but unequal sets of infonnation. 
H2 Groups receiving training will perceive the need to pool 
their resources more quickly than groups that receive no 
training. 
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Mock juries receiving process instructions delivered a verdict 
in half the time required by juries receiving no process instruction 
(Taylor, Buchanan, Pryor, and Strawn, 1981). Although only seven 
groups were tested in the pilot perfonned for the present study, 
similar results were obtained. In order to achieve a solution, the 
pilot groups were first required to discover the necessity of pooling 
their resources. Groups receiving training in orientation behavior 
and group process arrived at this discovery significantly more 
quickly than groups without training (F = 6.675 (1,5), p < .05). 
H3 Trained groups will demonstrate a higher degree of member 
participation than untrained groups. 
Shaw (1981) discusses participation bias in his text on group 
dynamics. He states that unequal participation is detrimental to 
group problem-solving when the most active participant has either 
incorrect information or does not possess the best solution. 'Ihe 
unequal information distribution used in the present study assures 
that no one member, active or inactive, possesses the correct 
solution. 
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Harper and Askling (1980) studied task solution among groups in 
a media production organization. 'Their findings indicate that the 
proportion of members actively participating in a group's activities 
directly affects the quality of the group product. 
Group participation was informally observed during the pilot 
study, although no direct measurement was taken on the proportion of 
active member involvement. Informal observation revealed a higher 
degree of participation in the trained groups, but without quantified 
data no conclusion could be made. To remedy this problem, the final 
research design included making a tally of member statements uttered 
during consultation. 
Methodology 
Exposure to the training program was manipulated as the sole 
independent variable. A presentation using 37 slides and an eight-
minute tape recorded message on the group process and orientation 
behavior provided the stimulus for the treatment groups (see Appendix 
B)e Control groups viewed a second presentation, also having 37 
slides and an eight-minute message on art. 1he slides shown to these 
groups featured the paintings of five American artists. 
The task assignment was modeled after Hoffman's personnel 
problem (1979). In his master's thesis on the orientation behavior 
of group leaders, Page (1983) used the Moon Survival Problem and 
found that subjects may not have possessed sufficient information 
to solve the problem. In order to avoid this confounding factor, 
all the information needed to reach the best possible solution was 
provided to each group in this study. 
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The personnel problem used here involved four candidates apply-
ing for a position through the University of Central Florida's 
cooperative education department. This was designed to appeal 
directly to the student subjects who would serve as group members. 
Criteria established by the prospective employer were given, and 
candidates described to reveal their qualifications. An actual 
position offered through the cooperative education department at UCF 
was used as the basis for the hypothetical group task. Figure 5 
surrmarizes the candidate profiles given to each group, and lists 
the criteria satisfied by each individual. 
Qualifications for Job 
Candidate line lay- advert. camera want ex- port- senior GPA 
art out course perience folio 
John + + + + + 
Sandy + 
+ + + + + 
Bob + + + + + + + + 
Anna + + + + 
Figure 5. Surrmary of job candidate qualifications •. ("+" indicates qualification held by candidate) 
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To insure that the intended ranking of candidates was success-
fully conveyed in the profiles provided, composite descriptions of 
each were subnitted to three independent judges (see Appendix C). 
Each judge was selected on the basis of his experience with 
personnel procedures in the business world. The most and least 
qualified candidates were identified as intended by all three judges. 
Two of the three judges concurred with the predicted rankings of 
the second and third ranked candidates, and this majority decision 
was used in the final analysis of group decisions. 
Each group discussion was tape recorded, thereby determining the 
time required by each group to discover the need for pooling their 
candidate infonnation. The separate infonnation sheets given to 
each of the three group members are shown in Appendix D. The tape 
recordings also provided a means for tallying the number of inter-
actions spoken by each of the group members. A single interaction 
was operationalized after Donahue, Diez, and Hamilton (1984) who 
defined an interaction or utterance as an uninterrupted talking 
turn. 
Figure 6 lists the dependent variables measured in this study, 
along with the hypotheses they were designed to test, and the 
instruments used to gather the pertinent data. "Time-to-discovery" 
refers to the time the group needed to discover that each member's 
information sheet was different and that resources would have to be 
ix>oled to achieve a solution. A correct solution could not be 
obtained unless this discovery was made, so the time-to-discovery 
was used as a secondary assessment of group effectiveness as well 
as the primary measure of task strategy. 
Hypothesis 
I 
Variable 
I 
Instrument(s) 
1 group effectiveness group decision 
time-to-discovery 
2 task strategy time-to-discovery 
3 participation recorded discussion 
Figure 6. Hypotheses, related variables, and measuring 
instruments. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Experiment 
Procedure. Ninety undergraduate students at the University of 
Central Florida were divided into groups of three members each. 
Fifteen groups received the treatment presentation of training in 
orientation behavior and the group process, while the 15 control 
groups viewed an irrelevant presentation on art. Seventy-five 
subjects came from basic speech classes, a required course for all 
students at the university. The remaining five groups were composed 
of cormnunication majors, with two groups assigned to the treatment 
condition and three to the control. 
After exposing one or two groups to an eight-minute slide and 
tape program, the experimenter isolated the groups in separate rooms 
for consultation. Each subject received a paper explaining the 
group assignment and giving limited information for assessment of 
the job candidates. Groups were then informed that their discussion 
would be tape recorded, and that the group decision should be reported 
on the separate sheet provided (see Appendix D). Having given these 
brief instructions, the experimenter started the tape recorder and 
left the room. 
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Results 
Effectiveness. 'Ihe primary measure of effectiveness was the 
group decision. Since the task required ranking the four candidates 
from most to least qualified, each decision contained four parts. To 
evaluate the group decision, an accuracy score was awarded for each 
possible ranking a candidate could receive. 
Group decisions were measured according to the rankings given by 
the three independent judges. A correct decision placed Bob as the 
first ranked candidate, followed by Sandy as second, John third, and 
Anna fourth. Accurately ranking a candidate received a score of O, 
since this decision did not vary from the judg~ assessment. Each 
group decision was recorded as a set of numbers based on the group's 
actual ranking. Table 1 shows the judge rankings compared to one 
group's actual ranking of the candidates. 
Table 1 
CANDIDATE RANKING OF JUIX;ES CCM>ARED TO ONE GROUP DECISION 
-:r 
Candidate Judge Ranking Group Ranking Accuracy Score 
Bob 1 3 2 
Sandy 2 4 2 
John 3 2 1 
Anna 4 1 3 
Composite Accuracy Score 8 
* Accuracy score reflects variance from judge ranking. 
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The difference between Bob's accurate ranking as candidate one 
and the group ranking of him as candidate three was two, making this 
the group's accuracy score for Bob. Summing the difference between 
the judge and group rankings of all candidates yielded the composite 
accuracy score or variance from the correct decision. Table 2 gives 
the accuracy score achieved for each possible group ranking of the 
candidates. Groups delivering no decision on a candidate received 
an accuracy score of four for that portion of the decision. 
Table 2 
ACCURACY SCORES AWARDED FOR GROUP DECISION ON CANDIDATE RANKING 
Group Rankings 
Candidate First Second Third Fourth 
·'# Bob o" 1 2 3 
·'# Sandy 1 O" 1 2 
John 2 1 o·k 1 
Anna 3 2 1 0-/( 
Note: -;'( indicates correct decision. 
Means for the group accuracy scores in the trained and untrained 
conditions are shown in Table 3. A one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) revealed no significant difference between conditions, with 
F (1,28) = 1.36. The first hypothesis, stating that trained groups 
would solve the problem more effectively than untrained groups, failed 
to receive support from results on the group decision accuracy. 
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Table 3 
MEANS FOR GROUP ACCURACY SCORES ON RANKING OF FOUR CANDIDATES 
Candidate Trained Untrained 
Bob .4 .8 
Sandy .87 .93 
John .93 .87 
Anna .2 .7 
Composite Score 2.4 3.33 
Another measure of group effectiveness was the time groups took 
to discover that individual resources would have to be pooled. Data 
for the control condition on this measure was obtained for only 14 
groups, due to the failure of one tape to record. 'Ihe mean score on 
time-to-discovery was 5 minutes, 38 seconds in the treatment groups 
and 5 minutes, 59 seconds in the control groups [F (1,27) = .34]. 
Again, Hypothesis 1 remained unconfirmed. 
Task Strategy. 'Ihe only planned measurement of task strategy 
was the time groups required before beginning to pool their resources. 
'Ihe nonsignif icance of these results has already been discussed. 
Hypothesis 2 was not supported by the results on group time-to-
discovery. 
Participation. Member participation during group discussion 
was assessed by first counting the number of interactions uttered 
by each subject. Within each group, Member A was identified 
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as the most active participant, Member B as the intermediate 
participant, and Member C as the least active participant. 
The interactions of Members A, B, and C were then sU111Tied for 
the trained and untrained groups, and a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) performed within each experimental condition. The number of 
participant interactions in the trained groups were not signif icantly 
different [F (2,42) = .678]. However, member participation in the 
untrained control groups was significantly different with 
F (2,39) = 3.256, p < .OS. Table 4 slllllffiarizes the data obtained 
on member participation. 
Table 4 
MEAN NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS UTIERED BY GROUP MEMBERS IN TRAINED AND 
UNTRAINED GROUPS. 
Member 
Group A B c F-ratio 
Trained 77.47 70.5 61.13 .678 NSD 
Untrained 77.21 69.79 53.0 3.256 p < .05 
Hypothesis 3 stated that trained groups would demonstrate more 
equal participation that the untrained groups. Referring to Table 4, 
it is seen that the amount of participation among t rained group 
members did not differ significantly, lending support to the third 
hypothesis. 
A final ANOVA for participation combined the six cells of 
interaction data for Members A, B, and C in both the treatment and 
control conditions. No significant difference was found among the 
three participation levels of the trained and untrained members 
[F (5,81) = 1.20]. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Discussion 
Effectiveness. No significant difference was found between the 
decision quality of the trained and untrained groups. Even though 
trained group decisions were closer to being correct, the difference 
between conditions was not beyond the level of chance. 
Other researchers have experienced the same difficulty in 
establishing significance on decision quality. This does not mean 
that the experimental manipulations they performed had no effect on 
decision making. Rather, these nonsignificant results indicate that 
decision quality may not be the most sensitive measure of effective-
ness. 
In a review of small group research, Hackman and Morris (1978) 
emphasized the limited usefulness of employing decision quality as 
the sole measure of group effectiveness. Taylor (1969) agreed: 
"Simply studying outcome to the exclusion of corrmunication processes •.. 
will leave corrmunication scholars with little of interest or 
importance in the develoµnent of corrmunication theory " (p. 15). 
Realizing the limitation of decision quality measures, 
participation and task strategy were also assessed in this study. 
'Ihe level of participation achieved by group members can be considered 
one aspect of Taylor's "cormnmication process." 
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Harper and Askling (1980) found that groups whose members 
participated actively realized a higher quality of product than groups 
having a more unequal distribution of member participation. 'Ihe study 
reported here originally classified decision quality and tirne-to-
discovery as the only two measures of group effectiveness. Based on 
Harper and Askling's results, participation could also be considered 
an indicator of group effectiveness. It is possible that the training 
treatment did enhance effectiveness, and that the instruments used to 
measure this variable were not appropriate tools (see Figure 6). 
Perhaps the most critical element in an experimental design lies in 
the choosing of measurements that will be sensitive to the 
experimental manipulation. 
Failure to achieve significance on the decision can also be 
attributed to the task design itself. Even the three independent 
judges did not agree on the second and third ranked candidates. 
Table 2 shows that the group means for these two candidate rankings 
were nearly identical for the trained and untrained conditions. 1he 
candidate profiles should be redesigned to reflect a clearer 
distinction between Sandy and John's qualifications. 
A useful contribution to small group research would be the 
development of tasks that successfully distinguish effective from 
ineffective group process. Using the model presented in Figure 3, 
a task could be designed that cannot be solved unless the first two 
consensus phases are successfully completed. This would mean 
providing a problem situation where members are unclear on the group 
goal. Rewriting the personnel problem used here so that groups are 
not directly instructed to rank all four candidates would create a 
task more sensitive to measuring effective group process. 1he 
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need for ranking could be hidden in the group instructions. Figure 7 
compares this portion of the existing problem to one possible 
revision. 
Instructions as written 
••• You are a member of the 
UCF screening corrmittee 
whose responsibility is to 
rank the following 
candidates from most to 
least qualified ••• 
Rank order of candidates 
(from most to least quali-
fied.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Revised instructions 
••• You are a member of the 
UCF screening conmittee whose 
responsibility is to consider 
the following four applicants 
for this position. 1he 
Longwood Record's personnel 
department awaits your 
recorrmendation on the candidates 
who have applied. 
Figure 7. Comparison of original and revised task 
instructions. 
Exposed to the revised instructions, group members would be 
required to agree on a procedure for corrmunicating their recomnen-
dations to the Longwood Record. A set of criteria similar to 
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those listed below could be used to assess group responses to the 
problem. 
1. Recorrnnendations were made in writing. 
2. One candidate was identified as most qualified. 
3. Alternative(s) to the best candidate were listed. 
4. Rank order of all candidates was given. 
To quantify the data, groups would be given one point for each 
criterion met, and one point for each candidate correctly r anked. 
For example, a written group decision identifying Bob as the most 
qualified candidate and suggesting Sandy as the best alternative 
choice would receive a score of five. 
A clearer distinction between treatment and control conditions 
might also be gained by modifying the training procedure. Maier 
and Thurber (1969) reported nonsignif icant findings in their attempt 
to enhance problem solving with procedural instruction. They 
concluded, "some directed training in the use of problem-solving 
principles, rather than a mere knowledge of them, seems to be 
essential in achieving high quality solutions" (p. 639). 
The brief training program used in the present study was an 
infonnative, but also a passive experience for the subject s . Im. 
additional five minutes spent discussing the presentation would 
actively involve the participants in the training process . Treatment 
groups would benefit from the reinforcement of points made during the 
training program. To insure equal histories for the control , these 
groups would also meet for five minutes to di scuss the irrelevant 
presentation. 
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Task Strategy. Using time-to-discovery as a measure of effective 
task strategy was indicated by the pilot study results [F (1,5) = 
6.675, p < .OS]. In the final study, training had almost no effect 
on the groups' time-to-discover their need to pool resources 
[F (1,27) = .34]. Unfortunately, consensus attainment was overlooked 
as a potential measure of effective task strategy. 
The uneven distribution of information among group members made 
the decision rule chosen an important part of task strategy. Opting 
for a consensus rule assured input from all members, while a majority-
wins approach diminished the minority member's contribution to the 
decision. 
A review of the tape recorded discussions found both decision 
rules emerging from the group consultations. Although a majority 
of the groups made their decisions based on unanimous agreement, five 
groups chose a majority-wins decision rule. Consensus was attained 
by all of the 15 trained groups; only 9 of the 14 recorded control 
groups were able to achieve unanimous agreement. A chi-square 
analysis revealed a significant relationship between consensus 
attainment and the training of groups in orientation behavior 
(x2 = 6.13, p < .02). 
Future studies of training effects on group process and 
orientation behavior should consider consensus as a possible measure 
of group effectiveness. Hill (1976) found that the negative 
orientation of opinionated discussion prevented groups from reaching 
consensus. The 100% consensus attainment by trained groups in the 
study reported here indicates that orientation training did enhance 
the process by eliminating opinionated discussion. 
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Groups achieving consensus (N = 24) had a mean decision accuracy 
score of 2.33. The mean for groups operating under a majority-wins 
rule (N = 5) was 5.6. Recalling that lower decision accuracy scores 
came closer to judge evaluations of the candidates, these means 
show consensus groups delivering a higher quality of decision. 
'Ihe number of cases involved in this comparison are insufficient 
for establishing a causal relationship between consensus attainment 
and the enhancement of decision quality. However, these results 
do suggest that the Coop Personnel Problem would be an appropriate 
task for testing consensus as it affects decision quality. A second 
experiment could be conducted without the variable of training. 
Tape recording discussions would identify the use of a consensus 
decision rule as was done in the present investigation. Groups would 
then be divided into consensus and nonconsensus conditions, and the 
quality of decision assessed as discussed in the results section. 
Participation. Hypothesis 3 posited that participation in 
trained groups would be more equal than participation in the untrained 
groups. Comparing the number of interactions uttered by each member 
(most active, moderately active, and least active) within the trained 
condition revealed that participation did not vary significantly 
[F (2,42) = .678]. Interactions in this condition were evenly 
dispersed among the high-, moderate-, and low-active members. In the 
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untrained condition, groups experienced an uneven distribution of 
interactions among the three members, with F (2,39) = 3.256, p < .OS. 
Yet when the six cells of interaction data for all members in 
both ·the trained and untrained conditions were sul::mitted to a final 
analysis of variance, no significant difference was found [F (5,81) = 
1.20]. A possible explanation for these nonsignificant results is 
found by reviewing the means of member interactions in each cell of 
Table 4. The least active member in untrained groups averaged 53 
interacts compared to 61.13 in trained groups. However, little 
difference is seen between the most active and moderately active 
members of the two experimental conditions. It is possible that the 
similarity of interactions for the highly active and moderately active 
members diminished the effect of the least active members' participa-
tion. 
To surrma.rize, Hypothesis 3 was supported by the results for 
participation within each condition. Trained groups maintained an 
equal level of participation, while untrained groups showed a 
significant difference among the three members' interactions. '!his 
difference, however, was not great enough to be reflected in a 
combined analysis of the six participants in the two experimental 
conditions. 
'Ihe importance of equal participation in small groups will depend 
on the task assigned. Hill (1982) found that complex tasks were 
generally performed better by interacting groups. Should tmequal 
member participation be manifested, the group will not realize the 
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maximum benefit from all its members. 'Ihe research of Hackman, 
Weiss, and Drousseau (1974) demonstrated this in their study of 
tasks providing members with either equal or unequal information. 
Groups assigned complex tasks and having unequal information performed 
better when instructed to discuss goals. 
'Ihe task assigned in the present study could not be successfully 
completed unless the information given each member was shared. 'Ihe 
information sheets in Appendix D show that key pieces of the candidate 
profiles were left out of each member's paper. Without active 
participation from all members, it was anticipated that a group would 
not solve the problem effectively. 
Although participation was successfully affected by training, 
decision quality did not vary as expected. Modifications in the task 
and in decision assessment have already been discussed. Increasing 
the number of group members from three to five is another alteration 
that should be considered. 
Having five discussants, control groups would be more likely to 
suffer the consequences of unequal member participation. Subjects 
trained in the positive orientations of cooperation, open-mindedness, 
and equality, however, would be prepared to correct the problem of 
uneven participation. Five-member groups would also come closer to 
approximating real-world situations. Rarely are the groups in 
industry and other organizations composed of only three members. 
Constructing larger groups poses an additional problem. To 
obtain 15 five-member groups for each condition, the experimenter 
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would need 150 random subjects able to participate in the hour-long 
presentation and consultation period. Originally, this investigation 
had been planned around five-member groups, but the idea was discarded 
because of the difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number of 
subjects. 
Training. Creating a training program that would enhance group 
performance was the motivating force behind this study. The 
difficulty in achieving significance on the decision has already 
been discussed, and a number of improvements in the task assignment 
and assessment have been suggested. The results show, however, that 
the treatment did enhance group behavior in two ways: member 
participation increased and consensus was attained in all the trained 
groups. A review of the slides and transcripts used in the 
presentation helps explain the program's success (see Appendix B). 
'Ihe positive orientations of Burgoon, Heston, and Mccrosky (1974) 
formed the instructional base of the audiovisual program. Also 
included was a simplified version of the group process model seen in 
Figure 3. Subjects were introduced to eight "roadblocks to 
consensus," whose negative effects could be eliminated through 
positive behaviors. 
Describing the behaviors that detract from group effectiveness 
as consensus roadblocks could explain the 100 % achievement of 
consensus in the trained groups. 'Ihe word "consensus" appears 10 
times in the audio transcript. Yet there are only three direct 
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references to participation, giving this factor no more emphasis than 
commitment, resposibility, cooperation, or many other elements of 
effective group process. 
The transcript itself may partially explain the consensus 
attainment of trained groups, but participation enhancement must be 
attributed to the training program as a whole. Admittedly the 
treatment did not achieve its original purpose: enhancement of group 
performance. The equalization of member participation, though, should 
be recognized as a very positive result of the training program. 
Decision-oriented groups are formed primarily to combine the 
abilities of many individuals. In this way, groups can achieve 
solutions that are superior to those proposed by an individual acting 
alone. Should one or more members abstain from active participation, 
the benefit of their talents, skills, and insight are lost to the 
group. The purpose behind the group's formation is defeated when 
members do not participate in consultation. 
Increasing member participation, then, assists groups to realize 
their potential. The eight-minute program developed for this study 
has been shown an effective tool for improving participation and 
consensus attainment in the laboratory. The logical next step is to 
expand the training program into a larger format that could be used 
by organizational groups. 
Surrmary. Of the three hypotheses proposed in this study, only 
the third was confirmed. Yet the evidence of more equal participation 
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in the trained condition strongly suggests that these groups consulted 
more effectively than those receiving no training. 
Typical of many other group effectiveness studies, this 
experiment did not produce a difference in decision quality. A number 
of modifications were proposed that would maximize the probability of 
achieving a significant difference between the decisions of trained 
and untrained groups. 
First, increasing the group size would give unequal participation 
a more pronounced negative influence on the final decision. Second, 
rewriting the task instructions to create a less-specific group goal 
would measure not only one point of consensus (the decision) as was 
done here, but would also measure the initial consensus phase where 
members agree on their purpose for meeting. Third, evaluating 
the kind of information each group included in their recorrmendations, 
as well as the accuracy of candidate selection, would achieve a more 
sensitive measure of decision quality. 
Consensus should also be considered a viable measure of task 
strategy. As the examination of control decisions delivered by 
consensus and nonconsensus rules revealed, decision quality was 
affected by the task strategy employed. 
Implications 
Ideally, manipulation of variables believed critical to the group 
process should affect the kind of decision made. Yet in the current 
study's investigation of training effects, the decision remained 
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unresponsive to the experimental manipulation. Many researchers have 
obtained similar results when investigating the influence of such 
variables on group problem-solving: Hirokawa on interaction 
categories (1983), Hemphill on orientation behavior (1973), Maier and 
Thurber on procedural instruction (1969), and Taylor, Buchanan, Pryor, 
and Strawn on process instruction (1981). In spite of these non-
significant results, researchers remain determined to crack the 
effectiveness code. 
To achieve significant results for decision quality, the task 
must be designed so that group performance will be superior to that 
of a highly competent individual. Hill (1982) identified complex 
tasks as one type that meet this criterion. Hackman, Weiss, and 
Drousseau further identified unequal information among members as a 
second criterion for group effectiveness studies. 
Perhaps the primary procedural contribution of the current study 
is the refinement of decision evaluation. The process model used to 
build the rationale for this experiment recognizes three points of 
consensus: the group goal, the decision itself, and evaluation of 
performance. Working with ad hoc groups in the laboratory eliminates 
the inclusion of evaluation consensus, since groups normally are 
studied during a single meeting and evaluation would naturally occur 
after the initial consultation. Consensus on the group goal, however, 
can be measured when specific decision requirements are hidden within 
the instructions and members are forced to decide how these 
requirements will be satisfied. 1his element of the decision can 
be quantified by constructing a set of criteria considered critical 
to decision quality. 
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Taylor (1969) and Hackman and Morris (1978) have cautioned 
against relying solely on the decision as a measure of group 
effectiveness. This does not imply that group outcome should be 
abandoned entirely, especially if the problem is carefully designed. 
Rather, researchers should examine the group problem they have 
presented and identify specific behaviors required for its effective 
solution. Hypotheses predicting the existence of these behaviors 
in effective groups could then be formed prior to data collection. 
For example, the variable of member participation was recognized at 
the outset of this investigation as critical to effective consultation 
when members are given unequal information. 
At some point, small group researchers must agree that this 
kind of auxiliary measure is acceptable. By proposing hypotheses 
that recognize problem-solving ability as the only measure of 
effectiveness, the potential for gaining insight into the process 
itself is needlessly limited. 
Van Maanen's appeal for accepting more qualitative investigations 
in the behavioral sciences is cause for serious reflection (1979). 
The study reported here might have been improved by the construction 
of five-member goups. Not only would the effects of unequal 
participation have been intensified, the groups would have been 
a truer reflection of the real world. But the current insistence 
upon statistically significant pieces of data prevailed; three-person 
groups would come closer to achieving the number of cases required 
almost universally in the behavioral sciences. 
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In the present study, an important relationship between consensus 
on the Coop Personnel Problem and decision quality was discovered. 
Because the number of cases was not statistically significant, this 
observation could not be admitted as an experimental finding. The 
behavioral scientist must anticipate this kind of relationship prior 
to conducting an experiment so that it can be tested as part of a 
specific hypothesis. Given the numerous relationship possibilities 
in small group research, predicting every relevant variable is highly 
improbable. 
No wonder researchers have focused so heavily on interaction 
analysis. Each statement generated by the subjects can be accepted as 
a single piece of data. Five groups per condition supply ample 
numbers for "conclusive findings" when interactions are the dependent 
variable measured. 
The critical issue is this: can single utterances supply an 
insightful and accurate picture of how successful groups behave? 
The major revelation of the past 10 years has been the discovery 
of the multiple sequence model. Virtually nothing has been learned 
alx>ut the kind of behaviors that distinguish effective from 
ineffective groups. 
Small groups involve a complicated set of variables, and 
analyzing interactions to the exclusion of other factors supplies a 
very limited view. The real meaning behind a statement cannot be 
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detennined from words alone. What of the participant's non-verbal 
behavior, which has been found to corrmunicate more real meaning than 
the mere uttering of words? An alternative to the current practice of 
analyzing interactions by endless functional-structural-behavioral 
categories would be to focus on one aspect of their corrmunicative 
meaning. 
Applbatun's model of group process identifies functional and 
dysfunctional conflict as a key indicator of the group's potential 
effectiveness (see Figure 2). Analyzing only those interactions 
expressing conflict, and classifying them as either functional or 
dysfunctional, would detennine if these types of statements are 
actually critical to effective group process. 
Small group research is a unique area of investigation, one that 
involves the discovery of principles that could be extremely useful 
to business organizations, educational institutions, and almost anyone 
who finds himself working in a group. It is important that this field 
of research focus on the large picture, and not become stagnant in the 
study of endless detail. Van Maanen's advice should be taken 
seriously: the combination of qualititative and quantitative 
methodologies admits both the laboratory investigation and the field 
study into the arena of acceptable research. Laboratory researchers 
should become aware that along with their quantitative methods, 
informal observation of the groups they study might very well reveal 
principles that will become basic to man's understanding of small 
group behavior. In addition, field researchers need to rediscover 
the tape recorder, and thereby augment their personal observations 
and subject questionnaires with objective, quantifiable data. 
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The final implication of this study involves the practical 
application of training to enhance group consultation. The training 
program developed here, if Van Maanen's standards are applied, has 
accomplished two objectives. First, the program has been shown to 
enhance members participation by encouraging universal input from 
the participants. Second, it has been demonstrated to increase the 
probability that groups will attain unanimous agreement on a complex 
task. 
Shaw (1981) and Hackman and Morris (1978) have enjoined 
researchers to carry laboratory findings into the field and explore 
them as practical applications. These outstanding authorities in 
small group research also recognize that although many useful findings 
have been made, there is a great need for developing a wider theory 
base. 
Field researchers and small group behaviorists are now attempting 
to deal with new movements in organizations. Manz and Sims (1984) 
studied a relatively new phenomenon emerging in business organizations: 
the leaderless group. Although these work groups manage themselves, 
someone is ultimately responsible for their performance. In their 
field study, these researchers were able to determine the major 
concerns of the overseeing personnel. Yet the particular means for 
affecting guidance of the leaderless group has not been constructed. 
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Adopting a viable training program for the newly developed 
"Z" companies is another concern in the field. Anderson and Anderson 
(1982) .have discussed distinctions between the American and Japanese 
approach to management, but no specific training procedure has been 
developed to expedite this synthesis of the two management 
philosophies. 
These are just two examples of the areas where practical 
applications of small group theory are needed. The first case 
requires a new operational definition of leadership to include 
unobtrusive management techniques. The second calls for the kind of 
application in training that expansion of this study's training 
program could provide. 
The audiovisual presentation used in this investigation was 
prepared so that any organization, whether a church, club, or business, 
could request it for their own group's training. To provide an even 
more useful program for these groups, the eight-minute presentation 
should be enlarged to include active workshops and instruments for 
self-evaluation. Rather than ending here as, at best, another 
heuristic study, the demonstrated practicality of this training 
program can irrmediately be offered to existing groups to improve their 
collective performance. 
APPENDIX A 
Perceived Consensus Test 
(adapted from Knutson and Holdridge, 1975) 
1. Your group reached general 
agreement on the topic you -1- --y 3 4 T b I 
were discussing. Agree Disagree 
2. There was a relatively 
wann, easygoing atmosphere 1 -2- 3 4 -5- 6 -7-
during your discussion. Agree Disagree 
3. The group meeting ended 
with you feeling positively 1 --z- -y 4 ) 6 -7-
about the other group Agree Disagree 
members. 
4. Most of the members in 
your group did not make 1 --z- 3 4 T b I 
any helpful suggestions Agree Disagree 
on the topic you were 
discussing. 
s. In general, the members in 
your group discussed the 1 2 -y 4 ) b I 
topic in an understanding Agree Disagree 
and orderly manner. 
6. Even if you had continued, 
your group probably would -1- 2 -r 4 ) b I 
not have reached agreement Agree Disagree 
on the topic you were 
discussing. 
7. The decision sul::mitted by 
your group was one you T 2 3 4 5 6 -7-
agree with. Agree Disagree 
8. Some of the participants 
in your group discussion 1 2 -y 4 T b I 
were more close-minded Agree Disagree 
and opinionated than open-
minded and non-opinionated. 
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9. The group meeting was a 
positive experience for 1 2 3 4 5 6 -7-
you. Agree Disagree 
10. The members of your 
group were able to agree ~ -y ~ 4 -s- -r I 
on one solution as best. Agree Disagree 
11. The group discussion left 
you with negative feelings 1 L ~ 4 ) ---;-- I 
about some of the members. Agree Di sagree 
12. If you had to meet again 
to make a similar decision, -r- -y ~ 4 -s- ~ I 
the members of your group Agree Disagree 
would be good to work with. 
13. The group meeting was a 
negative sexperience for -1- 2 3 4 T T -,--
you. Agree Disagree 
APPENDIX B 
Audiovisual Training Program on Orientation 
Behavior and the Group Process 
1. 
(Back.ground music begins) 
2. 
'Illis presentation is about 
working in groups, and how 
members can become more 
effective when consulting 
with each other. 
3. 
(background music down and 
out) 
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4. 
We work in groups to create, 
develop and implement plans ••• 
plans that will be better 
than any one of us could 
develop alone. 
5. 
Working in groups is 
exciting ••• and combines 
everyone's abilities in the 
decision-making process •.• 
but ••• 
6. 
Some groups inevitably have 
difficulty working together. 
Usually this is because one or 
more members do not understand 
the ?roup process ••• or 
they ve had little experience 
working with others. All of 
us can remember sitting in a 
meeting where one person is 
somewhere else. 
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7. 
These are just some of the 
symptoms of self orientation .•• 
Disguising this kind of self 
interest hinders the team 
effort and causes the group to 
be less efficient, to exper-
ience negative feelings, and to 
lose sight of its primary goal: 
task solution. Group research 
calls this natural phenomenon 
process loss. 
8. 
When a group is suffering 
from process loss, individuals 
lose their way and attitudes 
begin to surf ace that create 
conflict. These obstacles are 
roadblocks ••• they bar the way 
to consensus • When we are 
aware of these hurdles and 
learn to avoid them, a feeling 
of unity pervades ••• the atmos-
phere is conducive to that 
special kind of unity that 
leads to consensus. Let's 
examine eight of the primary 
roadblocks. 
9. 
1he first roadblock to 
consensus is indifference ••• 
indifference to other members 
and indifference to the process 
of working together. 
Indifference is a disease that 
affects everyone. 
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10. 
Being irresponsible is 
another roadblock. A member 
who reflects an attitude 
of non-participation or fails 
to do an assigned task is 
not acting in a responsible 
way. 
11. 
Having a closed mind is the 
third roadblock. When a self-
centered attitude causes a 
person to cling to his own 
point of view ••• the group 
suffers ••• and other points 
of view are never considered. 
12. 
The fourth roadblock to 
consensus shows up when 
members compete for control 
of the group. This struggle 
for power pits member against 
member ••• we choose sides and 
little work gets done. The 
energy needed for the dynamic 
process of consensus to take 
place is drained away and a 
valuable resource is wasted 
fighting over leadership of 
the group. 
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13. 
'Ihe fifth roadblock to 
consensus is a superior 
attitude ••• valuable ideas are 
lost when one person acts as 
if he is better than the 
others. Individuals are left 
to feel, ''Why should I bother?" 
14. 
'Ihe sixth roadblock is 
rejection. When we exclude 
a member, his talents ••• 
and abilities ••• are lost. 
15. 
Another roadblock to 
consensus is a biased 
attitude. This subjective 
behavior prevents an 
objective examination 
of the group task. 
16. 
The final roadblock is 
stubbornness ••• unless all 
members are willing to 
adjust their thinking to the 
discussion taking place by 
recognizing everyone's 
contribution is valuable, 
the group will have trouble 
ever reaching consensus. 
17. 
Collectively, these eight 
attitudes rob the group of 
its greatest potential: 
open and free participation. 
18. 
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How can group,s ''kick the 
roadblock habit ' and overcome 
these obstacles to 
consultation? It's not a 
simple task. Attitudes are 
like habits, they are 
difficult to change. 
19. 
First, by taking a look 
at ourselves ••• 
Examining our own attitudes 
and motives is a healthy 
beginning. 
20. 
Being able to recognize 
and put these harmful 
attitudes aside opens the 
group to achieving true 
consensus and agreement. 
21. 
What are some of the 
beneficial attitudes 
members should try to 
bring to the group each 
time they get together? 
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22. 
Their first concern is 
corrmitment to achieving 
the group's goal. This 
corrmitment insures t~1at 
everyone is sincerely 
interested in the outcome 
of the meeting. 
23. 
Accepting resonsibility 
for helping the group 
reach its goal is also 
important. 
24. 
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Keeping an open mind 
allows the group to examine 
different paths to solution. 
A quick agreement on the 
first solution offered leads 
to an inferior decision. 
25. 
Everyone shares in the 
leadership of the group ••• 
making cooperation the 
fourth attitude essential 
for effective team work. 
26. 
A feeling of equality is 
also important. Each of us 
should feel we bring 
something special and 
valuable to the process. 
27. 
What does this mean to 
us? It's simple. An 
atmosphere of acceptance 
will gain the benefit of 
everyone's participation. 
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28. 
Objectivity is the seventh 
attitude to reflect. When 
we discuss matters openly 
with detachment, ideas are 
examined for their own 
sake. 
29. 
And finally, being flexible 
frees the discussion for 
open consultation. 
30. 
These are the eight 
attitudes that eliminate 
corrmunication roadblocks 
and insure ••• group success. 
Now that we know how to 
consult, let's look at the 
process. 
31. 
Orientation is where we 
begin. During orientation, 
members begin to gather the 
facts and determine why they 
are meeting. 
32. 
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At the agreement point, 
members reach consensus on 
the group task. This insures 
that everyone is working 
together toward the same 
goal. 
33. 
During the third stage, 
we examine the resources 
available to us ••• asking ••• 
what are the talents of each 
member ••• and ••• are there 
any constraints in terms of 
time ••• or financial 
resources? 
34. 
We then move into 
exploration ••• where we 
openly explore a variety 
of solutions and avoid 
premature judgmental 
remarks. 
35. 
Next, the group decides 
what solution best meets 
the needs of the task before 
us. 'Ibis will require 
careful examination of the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of earlier suggestions. 
36. 
We now move on to 
implementation. Now that 
a decision has been made, a 
plan is developed ••• and 
carried out. 
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37. 
Finally, we evaluate our 
performance at a later 
meeting and ask the question, 
''Was our decision accomplished 
as planned?" If everyone 
agrees, then effective 
consultation has taken place. 
(voice-over background music) 
• • • This has been a very brief 
introduction to the group 
process. We trust that you 
will find this presentation 
helpful when you are working 
with others in a group 
situation. 
Thank you. 
(backgrotmd music up and out) 
APPENDIX C 
Coop Personnel Problem: Instructions and 
Composite Candidate Profiles Subnitted to Independent Judges 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
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The Longwood Record, a local daily newspaper, has contacted 
UCF's Cooperative Education Department in search of a student to work 
part time. The newspaper is interested in a candidate who can be 
hired permanently after graduation to head the graphic arts department. 
Coop jobs are available to seniors looking for work experience in 
their field of study. The student must also maintain a GPA of 3.0 
or better. Requirements subnitted by the newspaper follow. 
The candidate should: 
1. be able to do line art. 
2. have some experience in layout and paste-up. 
3. possess knowledge of advertising, having completed 
at least one advertising course. 
4. have an interest in working with a camera. Training on 
35 rmn will be given if needed. 
5. sul::mit a portfolio. 
You are a member of the UCF screening corrmittee whose 
responsibility is to rate four student candidates from most to least 
qualified. A description of their qualifications is given on the 
following two pages. After considering the candidates, list them on 
the spaces provided below. 
Rank Order of Candidates 
(from most to least qualified) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
COMPLETE DESCRIPI'ION OF JOB CANDIDATES 
John 
John has just finished his Junior year with a cumulative 
GPA of 3.4. The courses he has completed include: 
JOU 3600 - Photojournalism 
JOU 4104 - Public Affairs Reporting 
ARH 2050 - The History of Art I 
ADV 4101 - Ad Copy and Campaigns 
John has worked for The Future, UCF's student newspaper, as a 
photographer. His portfolio consists of photos used in The Future, 
as well as two sold to the Sanford Evening Herald. Last semester 
he was asked to write of column for the Oviedo Times reporting 
current events on UCF's campus. 
Sandy 
Sandy begins her Senior year this semester. Her GPA is 
3.5, and completed coursework includes: 
POS 2041 - American National Government 
JOU 3200 - News Editing 
JOU 3600 - Photojournalism 
COM 3311 - Corrmunication as a Behavioral Science 
Sandy has worked for The Future as a news reporter and feature 
editor. Her portfolio includes political cartoons and photos 
printed in the student newspaper. Last year, Sandy sold a free 
lance article to Florida magazine and she is seeking further 
experience in the field of journalism. 
Anna 
Anna begins her Junior year this semester with a GPA of 
2.9. She has completed the following courses: 
ADV 4000 - Principles of Advertising 
POS 2041 - American National Goverrnnent 
JOU 4300 - Feature Writing 
JOU 3200 - News Editing 
Anna's hobby is photography. She has been a news reporter on 
The Future's staff for one year, and seeks practical experience 
in the field of journalism. Anna has published .two articles 
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(Anna continued) 
in Center Stage magazine, and sold advertising for The Future last 
semester. She has a large portfolio of photographs. 
Bob 
Bob begins his senior year this semester with a GPA of 3.3. 
'Ihe courses he has completed include: 
PJJV 4000 - Principles of Advertising 
JOU 3200 - News Editing 
STA 2014 - Principles of Statistics 
PJJV 4003 - Ad Layout and Preparation 
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Bob is an illustrator for The Future, and has accumulated a portfolio 
of ad layouts and cartoons. He plans to take Photojournalism during 
his senior year and is looking for practical experience in the field 
of journalism. 
Instructor 
APPENDIX D 
Group Reporting Fonn and 
Individual Member Infonnation Sheets 
------------
Number of Group Members 
------
Male 
---
Female 
Group's Ranking of Candidates 
(from most to least qualified) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
-------------
-------------
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Member A 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
'Ihe Longwood Record, a local daily newspaper, has contacted UCF's 
Cooperative Education Department in search of a student to work part 
time. 'Ihe newspaper is interested in a candidate who can be hired 
permanently after graduation to head the graphic arts department. 
Coop jobs are available to seniors looking for work experience in 
their field of study. 'Ihe student must also maintain a GPA of 3.0 
or better. Requirements sul:xnitted by the newspaper follow. 
'Ihe candidate should: 
1. be able to do line art. 
2. have some experience in layout and paste-up. 
3. possess knowledge of advertising, having completed at least 
one advertising course. 
4. have an interest in working with a camera. Training on 
35 nm will be given if needed. 
5. submit a portfolio. 
You are a member of the UCF screening corrmittee whose respon-
sibility is to rate the following candidates from most to least 
qualified. 
CANDIDATE PROFILES 
A. John's portfolio consists of photos used in 'Ihe Future, as well 
as two sold to the Sanford Evening Herald. He JUSt completed 
his junior year with a GPA of 3.4. He has taken Ad Copy and 
Campaign (ADV 4101) and Public Affairs Reporting (JOU 4104). 
He has completed one course in art history. 
B. ~ has worked as news reporter and later as feature editor of 
TFie-ruture. She completed her junior year last semester with a 
GPA of 3.5. Sandy is looking for practical experience in the 
field of journalism. She has already taken Photojournalism 
(JOU 3600). 
C. Bob is an illustrator for 'Ihe Future and wants to gain practical 
experience in the field of journalism. He has accumulated a 
portfolio of ad layouts and cartoons, and plans to take 
Photojournalism during his senior year. 
D. Anna's hobby is photography and she has a large po~tfolio of her 
work. Courses completed include News Editing (JOU 3200) a~d 
Principles of Advertising (ADV 4000). She has had two articles 
published in Center Stage magazine. 
Rank Order of Candidates 
1. 
2. ---------3. 
-----~---4. 
Member B 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
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The Lon&£.dod Record, a local daily newspaper, has contacted UCF's 
Cooperative ucation Department in search of a student who can be 
hired permanently after graduation to head the graphic arts 
department. Coop jobs are available to seniors looking for work 
experience in their field of study. The student must also maintain 
a GPA of 3.0 or better. Requirements sul:mitted by the newspaper 
follow~ 
The candidate should: 
1. be able to do line art. 
2. have some experience in layout and paste-up. 
3. possess knowledge of advertising, having completed at least 
one advertising course. 
4. have an interest in working with a camera. Training on 
35 rrnn will be given if needed. 
5. sul:xnit a portfolio. 
You are a member of the UCF screening corrmittee whose respon-
sibility is to rate the following candidates from most to least 
qualified. 
CANDIDATE PROFILES 
A. John's portfolio consists of photos used in The Future, UCF's 
student newspaper. Last semester he was asked to write a colurrm 
for the Oviedo Times reporting current events on UCF's campus. 
B. Sf ~ has worked as news reporter and later as feature editor 
e Future. She has drawn a number of political cartoons for 
the paper. Sandy finished her junior year last semester with a 
GPA of 3.5 and has completed CDM 3311 (Cormrunication as a 
Behavioral Science). 
C. Bob begins his senior year this semester with a GPA of 3.3. He 
nas completed Ad Layout and Preparation (ADV 4003) and News 
Editing (JOU 3200). His portfolio includes paste-up and layouts 
done for The Future. 
D. Anna's hobby is photography. She begins her junio: y~ar this 
semester with a GPA of 2.9. Anna has completed Principles of 
Advertising (ADV 4000) and News Editing (JOU 3200). She is 
eager to gain practical experience in the journalism field, and 
has sold advertising for The Future. 
Rank Order of Candidates 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Member C 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
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The Longwood Record, a local daily newspaper, has contacted UCF's 
Cooperative Education Department in search of a student to work part 
time. The newspaper is interested in a candidate who can be hired 
permanently after graduation to head the graphic arts department. 
Coop jobs are available to seniors looking for work experience in 
their field of study. The student must also maintain a GPA of 3.0 or 
better. Requirements sul:xnitted by the newspaper follow. 
The candidate should: 
1. be able to do line art. 
2. have some experience in layout and paste-up. 
3. possess knowledge of advertising, having completed at least 
one advertising course. 
4. have an interest in working with a camera. Training on 
35 mm will be given if needed. 
5. sul:xnit a portfolio. 
You are a member of the UCF screening corrmittee whose respon-
sibility is to rate the following candidates from most to least 
qualified. 
CANDIDATE PROFILES 
A. John's portfolio consists of photos used in The Future, as well as 
two sold to the Sanford Evening Herald. He just completed his 
junior year with a GPA of 3.4. He has taken Ad Copy and Campaigns 
(ADV 4101) and Photojournalism (JOU 3600). He has completed one 
course in art history. 
B. fhndy has worked as news reporter and later as feature editor of 
e Future. Her portfolio includes photos published in the 
student newspaper. Sandy has completed coursework for News 
Editing (JOU 3200) and American National Government (POS 2041). 
She recently sold a free lance article to Florida Magazine. 
C. Bob is an illustrator for The Future. He begins his senior year 
tfifs semester with a GPA of 3.3 and has registered for Photo-
journalism (JOU 3600). Coursework already completed includes 
Principles of Advertising (ADV 4000) and Principles of Statistics 
(STA 2014). 
D. Anna's hobby is photography. She has been a news reporter on The 
Fllfiire's staff for one year and wants practical experience wor~ 
ing in the field. Anna has completed Feature Writing (JOU 4300) 
and American National Government (POS 2041). She has published 
two articles in Center Stage magazine. 
Rank Order of Candidates 
2. 
3. 
4. ~~~~~~~~~~-
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